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I Am
 
I may not be perfect but I’m acceptable
I may not be beautiful but I’m not ugly
I`m not a genius But I’m smart
I may not be strong but I’m not weak
I may be hard to understand but not to love
Easy to let go of Impossible to forget
I`m as simple as the rain but as complex as a snowflake
Daring but not stupid
Understanding but not completely
Confused but not lost
Hateful but not evil
Open but not completely
Trusting but not everything
I keep to myself and others
You never know who I am till you try to
Different but not odd
Even and odd
Empty but complete
Broken but whole
Shaky but strong
I listen but never help
Sorry is the best apology
A smile is a fake frown
I love but am not loved
pure happiness is just a fairy tail
Behind everything I have I have nothin
pure happiness is just a fairy tail
Behind everything I have I have nothing
I’m nothing special but I’m unique
Alone but crowded
A cloud may have a silver lining but a dark core
I`m cold but not frozen
I cry but do not show it
My life’s a rollercoaster full of ups and downs twist and turns
I easily falling love but quickly fall out of it
I walk but don’t go anywhere
I spend days waiting 4 something that not going to happen
I’m not something u can buy I’m something you have to earn
A master peace and one big failure
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My eyes are open but I do not see
The walls around me are not barriers but tests 2 c who will climb over them
I can’t breathe but I live
I hear but don’t give an answer
I only judge people cause I am judged
I don’t think before I act
I`m the perfect
friend but the worst enemy
I`m always the first to say sorry
I`m stubborn but not arrogant
I`m full of myself but not in the right ways
I try to understand but am not understood
I run 4 help but do not receive
I talk but am not heard
 
Written by Deby Poole
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Life And Death
 
What is this horror
Its name is Death
It hunts and prowls
It kills and destroys
It takes what is not its to take
It wounds the soul
It destroys the love of life
And the link of love
 
But little does it know
Death has a peer
A greater power
A stronger force
And Its name is Life
And as death is a theif
Life is a blessing
Life gives
Death takes
And just as Death takes
The Devil prowls and sneaks
Searching for a foothold
A weak spot in the soul
But little does it know
The Devil has a peer
And as Life gives
The Lord protects
Closing up the footholds
And Sealing the weakness in the soul
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The Adventure Of Life
 
What is Life, but a tangle of adventure,
A whirlwind of ideas,
A hurricane of emotions.
What is this journey, this path called life?
Life is abundant, full of giving and receiving.
Life is a gift, full of joy and sorrow.
It helps us to love, to live for tommorow.
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